
1 Lecture 1:

1.1 Multigrid I: Basic definitions and general idea of the
method

• Bibliography:

– Trottenberg et al., Multigrid.

– Wesseling, Introduction to multigrid methods.

– Brandt 1977. This is the paper where everything started. Difficult
to read.

• Description of partial differential equation to study (Lφ = S) and the
discretized equation (Lkφk = Sk).

• Boundary conditions: Dirichlet, Neumann, periodic. Practical examples.

• Second order discretization of Poisson’s equation. Plot for periodic bound-
ary conditions (I show how to implement them).

• 1 grid:

– Iterations: explicit (Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel).

– Ordering. Lexicographic and two colours schemes.

– Matrix form of explicit iterations (operator splitting).

– Definition of residual and truncation error. Description of these quan-
tities in a plot. Derivation of formula to estimate truncation error.

– Remark: a small residual does not imply a good solution of the dif-
ferential equation.

– Convergence criteria. Residual has units, so small residuals are not a
good criteria. Use comparison between residual and truncation error.

– Smoothing principle: iterative methods have a smoothing effect in
the residual on a given grid size. Plot with two sinus with different
frequencies to describe (equations will be in next lecture). Show
evolution of solution and residual for three different grids (one that
follows the coarse solution, one that follows the fine solution and a
finer one that does nothing).

– Description of exercise.

• N-grids:

– Coarse grid principle: smooth residuals can be reduced in a coarse
grid.

– Description of two grids algorithm. Obtain solution in coarse grid for
the error of the previous solution.

– Restriction/prolongation operators are in next lecture. Here I explain
what they are and how they are used in the method, but do not show
explicit formulae for them.
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– Cycles: V cycle. Cycle C of Brandt (1977) (not with the plot pre-
sented there, but the general idea).

• Non linear equations

– Implicit iterations as one step of a Newton-Raphson algorithm.

– FAS.

– Determination of initial guess for non-linear equations. This is a
messy method I develop that involves solving a linear equation to
obtain initial guess for the non-linear one. I said it is not for the
exam, just for them to see an example of real life.

2 Lecture 2:

2.1 Multigrid II: convergence

• Convergence: I expanded a bit what is mentioned in the paragraph that
starts at the end of page 2 of Viggo’s notes regarding the relation between
convergence rate an eigenvalues.

– Notation: we want to solve the equation Ax = b. We use an iteration
scheme given by xi+1 = Sxi + c.

– Proof that the error at a given iteration Ei can be written as a
function of the initial error E0:

Ei+1 = Si+1E0. (1)

– I wrote E0 in a base of eigenfunctions ul of the matrix S with eigen-
values λl:

E0 =
∑

αlul, (2)

so the error at a given iteration step i is:

Ei =
∑

αlλ
i
lul. (3)

From this last equation it is possible to see that the method converges
(error goes to zero) if the eigenvalues are smaller than 1 (equivalent
to say that the spectral ratio is smaller than 1).

– This theorem can not be applied because we do not have the λ. We
can apply it by taking the norm of equation 1:

‖Ei+1‖ = ‖Si+1‖‖E0‖ = ‖S‖i+1‖E0‖, (4)

so if ‖S‖ < 1 for some norm then the method converges.

– I explain that the eigenvalues λl and eigenfunctions φli of the Jacobi
method take the following form:

φli = sin(lπih) (5)

λl = cos(lπh), (6)
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which is easy to prove by substitution into the definition of eigenvalue
(left as an exercise). Based on this, I make the students to note
that high frequency modes converge faster than low frequency ones
for a given value of the spacing of the grid h (there is a discussion
about this in Trottenberg, sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2, although I do not
described dumped iterations presented there).

– Conclusion: method is bad for low frequency modes, so we need
multigrid to accelerate the convergence rate.

• Very few words about restriction and prolongation operators. I did not
show the formulae.

2.2 Introduction to Godunov schemes

• Bibliography: Toro, Riemann solvers and numerical methods for fluid
dynamics.

• Write down hydro equations in conservative form. This equation is too
difficult, so I explain the method using simpler equations. I make distinc-
tion between finite difference and finite volume methods. The Godunov
method is a finite volume method, so numerical solution represents average
values on finite volumes.

• The Godunov method is based on solution of the Riemann problem. I de-
scribe the problem for the general case. Solution for the Riemann problem
associated to the 1D advection equation left as an exercise using charac-
teristics described in next point.

• I show the general solution for the advection equation with constant speed
a

ut + aux = 0 (7)

using characteristic curves (section 2.2 of Toro).

• Same for a system of equations ⇒ same number of characteristics that of
equations (section 2.3 of Toro without 2.3.5 and without examples). The
idea is to show that knowing the characteristics, we can understand the
structure of the solutions. This is used for the Euler equation, but I do
not know it (it is too long).

• Section 5.1.2 of Toro and surroundings of eq.5.18 (the idea is to show
that Godunov method reduces to this equation in a particular case). The
students told me that you already talked about stability, so I only wrote
down eq.5.18.

• Describe what Toro calls first version of Godunov method for one con-
servative equation (section 5.3.2 of Toro). I followed Toro’s derivation to
prove that the method reduces to the CIR method for f(u) = au.

• Some last comments:

– In practice we do not use analytic solution of Riemann problem but
numerical approximations (I do not explain any of the methods).
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– Mention that the method is too diffusive. In practice we use second
or higher order methods.
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